




Inspired by iconic architectural contours and exquisite haute couture gowns, 
Tulle is a compelling collection of bathware, handcrafted by apaiser artisans.

Named after the exquisite fabric tulle, which is synonymous with bridal gowns, 
haute couture and classical ballet, tulle is the embodiment of lightness and 
sensuality, delicate strength and purity. Dating back to the 18th century, the 
fabric takes its name from the French city of Tulle, known for its lace and 
silk production, where it was crafted painstakingly by hand. It can be rigid, 
voluminous, fashioned into uniform layers, or softly draped to create gentle 
waves. Its ethereal, transparent qualities and classic forms, transcend time, 
exclusivity, style and gender.

This chic and romantic fabric has long been a couture staple. Dior, Giambattista 
Valli, Rodarte and Saint Laurent, among others, have made statements using 
tulle through various decades and collections. Combined with leather and 
metal it takes on a tough and androgynous style. Fashioned into a voluminous 
gown, or ballet costume, it is delicate and feminine. Paired with sportswear, it 
takes on a casual air and injects a little luxury into the everyday, for anyone.

Just like its namesake, the apaiser Tulle Collection is refined and graceful, 
whimsical yet disciplined, subtle but arresting. It is a collection which, regardless 
of your style, will be a piece of performance art in your bathroom.

The unveiling 
of   TULLE



Mimicking the ebb and flow of the fabric, the collection 
is defined by a perfect profile of slender, uniform 
reeds. The texture creates depth and interest, while 
the undulating surface plays with light and shade. The 
collection is most arresting when finished in sof t whites, 
or moody darks, which emphasise light and shadows 
highlighting the architectural detail.

The new Tulle collection is comprised of a freestanding 
bathtub, countertop basin, single and double vanities, 
and matching side table or shower stool.

All apaiser pieces are handcraf ted by master craf tsmen 
in our ateliers from our own apaiserMARBLE® – a 
unique blend of reclaimed marble, combined with 
stone and minerals from the Australian Barossa. Our 
sculptural bathware collections are founded on a 
belief in sustainable luxury and desire to preserve our 
beautiful environment.

Discover the Tulle Collection or fil l out our enquiry form 
to learn more or discuss your project requirements.







The Tulle Bath is the perfect expression of sensual modernity. 
The elegant contours and slender profile are decorative 
without being ornate. It is refined, graceful and beautiful. 
Synonymous with the collection, the Tulle bath sits aloft 
an elegant base like a piece of sculpture. Experience a 
comfortable soak in this generous-sized bath where couture 
meets ready-to-wear.

BATH
Tulle



Designed with the same tailored profile as the rest of the 
collection, the Tulle basin is the perfect accompaniment to 
the Tulle Bath or our other more minimal, freestanding baths. 
Like the fabric, this beautiful stone basin can be dressed up, 
or down, to suit your own style.

BASIN
Tulle







The sophisticated detailing of the Tulle vanities, elevate this 
bathroom staple. Favoured for their seamless integration of 
benchtop and basin, these vanities are functional pieces 
of bathroom art. Available in both single or double forms, 
they can either float as a wall-hung piece or sit aloft 
complementary joinery.

VANITIES
Tulle



The Tulle bath stool is the final touch of luxury in any bathroom 
sanctuary, regardless of style. Designed for use as a side 
table to a bath or shower seat, this apaiserMARBLE bath 
stool adds a finishing flourish to any freestanding baths from 
the apaiser collections.

BATH STOOL
Tulle





TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TULLE BATH
1870mm x 950mm x 600mm
Product code: 50506
Overflow option available.

TULLE BASIN
Ø450mm x 180mm
Product code: 6673

TULLE SINGLE VANITY
1030mm x 475mm x 200mm
Product code: 81086
Overflow option available.

Note: Brackets not included. Please 
check with your apaiser sales 
representative to confirm suitability 
for wall hanging this product.



TULLE BATH STOOL
Ø300mm x 360mm
Product code: 9280

TULLE DOUBLE VANITY
1630mm x 475mm x 200mm
Product code: 81078
Overflow option available.

Note: Brackets not included. Please 
check with your apaiser sales 
representative to confirm suitability 
for wall hanging this product.





The apaiser design team proudly create works of 
sculptured functioning art for the bathroom — 
designed and handcrafted with skill and care;  
inspired by culture, individualism, architecture, art 
and nature.

As a globally recognised and proudly Australian 
brand, our inspiration continues to be grounded by 
our roots and the creation of our high performance 
apaiserMARBLE® — a luxurious blend of 
repurposed marble, enriched with minerals from 
the rich soils of the Australian Barossa region.
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